All COSC130 lab kits have been previously tested and found to be in working order. When the board is first purchased, the test program is loaded and can be used to confirm the board is functioning properly.

- In the case that either the development board or the shield does not appear to be working properly, there will be a two week return policy for these items. Before the items can be returned, the board must be tested and verified by the GTA that there is an issue with the board. All returns must be in the original package, accompanied with the receipt and GTA signoff sheet, and done within two weeks of purchasing. The GTA signoff sheet will be available in MK108 or online.
- Any purchases bought with a VolCard will be refunded to the card and a POS computer generated credit receipt issued.
- Any purchases bought with cash will be refunded immediately and a POS computer generated credit receipt issued.

All other items sold in the EECS Parts store are not eligible to be returned.

- A sign is posted in the parts store stating no returns are allowed other than the COSC130 lab kits as instructed above.

- For any questions or concerns, please come to MK108.